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ECONOMIES OF SIZE AND IMPUTED VALUES OF FARMLAND 
IN THE TMPERTAL VALLEY OF CALIFORNIA 

by 

* 
Warren E. Johnston 

INTRODUCTION 

The average per acre value of farmland in California appreciated (in- 

creased in value) at rates which resulted in the doubling of values in each 

decade from 1940 through 1960. The index of average value (1957-1959 = 100) 

was 26 in 1940, 58 in 1950, and 116 in 1960 [11]. Although the rate of 

appreciation diminished over the decade of the 1960's--the March 1, 1970 

index was 186, or only 60 percent higher than the 1960 estimate--a signifi- 

cant increase in the value of agricultural land is nonetheless evident. 

Prior to 1940, indices of average value and net farm income per acre 

were highly correlated in their movement but wartime demands for farm prod- 

ucts in the 1940's and early 1950's led to rapid increases in farm incomes 

with a lagging response in farmland values. As Figure | clearly shows, the 

index of total net farm income in California has remained relatively stable 

in recent years while farmland has continually risen in value. Thus, it is 

apparent that yearly variation in average net farm incomes per acre will not 

suffice to explain the variation in average land prices. Recent studies 

have shown that advancing land prices have been, in part, due to rapid tech- 

nological advances which have stimulated farmer demands for additional 

acreage to fully utilize larger machinery capacities and other innovations 

[5] and [6]. This report examines values of farmland on highly mechanized 

cash-crop farms in the Imperial Valley and compares these values with market 

prices and cash rents. 

k 
Warren E, Johnston is Associate Professor of Agricultural Economics and 

Associate Agricultural Economist in the Experiment Station and on the Giannini 
Foundation, University of California, Davis. 
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OBJECTIVES 

The primary objective of this report is to derive the value of farm- 

land as a factor of production for typical cash-crop farming units in the 

Imperial Valley. First, farm operation data obtained by a survey of farm- 

ing units are used to determine characteristics of cash-crop farms typical 

to the study area. Second, costs, returns, and capacities are determined 

for a range of farm sizes from primary and secondary data sources and are 

used to analyze returns to land under assumptions of typical crop rotations 

and high efficiency in resource use. Third, the value of land as a factor 

of production is determined from the analysis of returns to land and is 

compared to typical rental rates and prices of land. Last, the value of 

land is analyzed under assumptions which do not assume a fixed combination 

of crop enterprises in order to examine the ultimate expansion capacity 

of typical farming units in the Imperial Valley. 

The primary emphasis of this study on the value of land resources 

used in agricultural production is the underlying factor for deviating from 

the usual approach to studies of economies of size. The usual approach 

focuses on the empirical estimation of cost-size relationships among firms 

of different sizes and generally assumes that the residual claimant to 

economic returns from production, in excess of variable and fixed costs, is 

a payment for management (and, in some cases, unpaid operator and/or family 

labor). For reasons outlined below, this study is formulated so that the 

residual claimant, after all costs of nonland resources used in production 

is taken into account, is an estimate of the economic returns to land. The 

difference between these two approaches can be illustrated as follows: 

Usual Economies 

of Size Study This Study 

Gross receipts Gross receipts 
--Variable costs of production --Variable costs of production 
--Estimated fixed costs --Estimated nonland fixed costs 

(including land costs) --Cost of management 

Return to management Return to land 

RESIDUAL CLAIMANT TO ECONOMIC RETURNS 
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The basic consideration underlying the approach used in this study is that 

the estimates of fixed land costs may be subject to more error than estimates 

of the cost management, or alternatively, there is more variation in appropri- 

ate land costs than variation in management costs, First, fixed costs in the 

usual economies of size study commonly are composed of taxes, interest on in- 

vestment, and insurance, depreciation and maintenance on improvements, a 

formulation which implies that complete ownership of the land resources used 

in production is the norm. This assumption is true to only a limited degree 

in today's agriculture. Land resources available to the farm firm may be 

wholly owned, but the typical farm in today's agriculture operates on both 

owned and rented land. Owned land may have been purchased recently at prices 

comparable to the current market values, purchased earlier at substantially 

lower prices, or may result from a series of purchases over time at increas-~ 

ingly higher prices. Land may have been rented at prices (cash or share rents) 

which vary according to the terms of the lease. Thus, the cost of land varies 

among farm firms according to the proportions of owned and rented lands. 

Second, the usual measure of the cost of land ownership involves a rather arbi- 

trary determination of the interest on investment in land based on current land 

costs and interest rates. Such a measure does not take into account differ- 

ences in actual acquisition costs of land among farms. With a nearly three- 

fold increase in the average value of farm real estate in just the last three 

decades in California and with the recent sharp upward surge in the cost of 

financing (interest rates), there is wide variability in actual land costs 

among owners puchasing at different points in time in the historical past. 

Third, farm management services are becoming more widely available for owners 

of agricultural land and the cost of such services may be used to estimate the 

cost of management. The argument above, therefore, assumes (1) that the oppor- 

tunity cost of management can be estimated more accurately than the opportunity 

cost of land resources used in production; (2) that there is less variability 

in management costs than in land costs which are determined largely in nonper- 

fect markets; and (3) that current management costs can be more appropriately 

used in analyses of this type than available measures of land costs. 

SOURCES OF DATA 

The basic data for this report were obtained by personal interviews with 

a sample of 31 farm operators in March 1967. Detailed information was collected 

from each farm unit regarding farm size, location of all parcels farmed, crop 
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acreages and yields, rotational patterns, machinery inventories, land rents, 

and custom services and rates for the 1966 crop year. This information was 

supplemented by data from other sources including a previous University of 

California study of cost-size relationships, publications of the California 

Agricultural Extension Service, the Imperial Irrigation District, interviews 

with personnel of the Experiment Station, the Imperial County Farm Advisor's 

Office, and the Imperial County Assessor's office. ! \ 

The survey of farm operators was carried as a part of a questionnaire 

seeking information about agricultural land transfers in the Imperial Valley.” 

Using transfer document records located in the Assessor's Office of the 

Imperial Irrigation District and in the Imperial County Assessor's Office, 

324 transfers were initially identified as bona fide sales over the period 

January 1, 1960 through June 1966.2 The initial identification of sales was 

based on the following four criteria: 

1. Area of Investigation--The tract of land sold had to be located 

within the primary service area of the Imperial Irrigation Dis- 

trict but no land transfers were selected from the southernmost 

two townships (T 16 S and T 17S). Thus, only about 80 percent 

of the District was selected as the area of investigation (see 

Figure 2). This restriction was due, in part, to the lack of 

resources (time and manpower) for a more complete survey. How- 

ever, the area of investigation contains most of the land devoted 

to cotton production in the District. 

2. Size--The tract of land must be 40 acres or larger. This restric- 

tion was primarily designed to exclude residential and nonagricul- 

tural transfers. 

See ([1], [3], [8], [9], and various issues of the annual report of the !mper- 
ial County Agricultural Commissioner for the primary publications uti- 

lized in this study as secondary sources of information. 

< characteristics of agricultural land transfers are discussed in Warren 
E. Johnston's ''Some Characteristics of the Farm Real Estate Market in California 
with Emphasis on Transactions in Imperial and Tulare Counties,'' manuscript 
submitted for publication as California Agricultural Experiment Station Circular. 

30n the basis of subsequent information from both personal and mail sur- 
veys, the numbers of bona fide transfers was later reduced to 274 tracts of 
land sold during the period of investigation. 
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3. Production Agriculture Use Intention--The tract of land must be 

suitable for field crop production and likely to be used in primary 

Production agriculture. Sales with nonprimary production agricul- 

ture land use, such as, sites for feedlots, cotton gins, packing 

sheds, or hunting or recreational uses, were excluded. (Often 

this criterion could be evaluated only after further survey 

investigation.) 

4, Bona Fide Transaction--To the extent that it could be determined 

by information on deeds and other transfer documents, sales were 

excluded which appeared to be intrafamily transfers, forced sales, 

settlements of estates, sales of partial interests, or merely 

changes in the form of ownership, i.e,, joint tenancy, incorpora- 

tion, etc., where grantees were in fact grantors also. (Again, 

the use of this criterion was often assisted by subsequent survey 

information.) 

The sampling procedure utilized in the survey was as follows: First, 

all tracts of land initially identified as bona fide transfers with the 

grantee(s) residing in Imperial valley! were arrayed according to their lo- 

cation, beginning with land in the lowest section number in the lowest num- 

bered range (R 13E) in the northernmost and lowest numbered township (T 10S) 

within the boundaries of the District. The array progressed through the 36 

sections of T 10S R 13E and then continued with the tract in the lowest num- 

bered section of the next range within T 10S (i.e., T 10S R IKE, see Figure 2), 

and so on, until all tracts located in T 10S were included in the array. The 

array then continued with the tract in the lowest numbered section of the low- 

est numbered range of T 11S progressing sequentially through all the ranges of 

T 11S through to the last tract of land found in T 15S R I16E. 

Thirty-seven grantees and alternates were randomly selected for the sample. 

In this way, the sampling procedure assured the inclusion of farm operators (or 

grantees) with land ownership spatially distributed over the area of investi- 

gation with the designed intent that the farm operation data might be more 

safely typical for the entirety of the study area. The questionnaire was not 

completed where it was apparent in the early stages of the personal interview 

The isolated location of Imperial Valley virtually assures that no full- 
time farming operations will be carried out by operators residing outside of 
the Valley. 
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that the sale violated criterion 3 or 4 above. Farm operation data were not 

collected if either the grantee was not a farm operator or if more than 10 

percent of farm income in 1966 was from livestock enterprises. In this man- 

ner, farm operation data were only collected for farming units with the sub- 

stantial proportion of income from cash-crop farming. 

Thirty-one surveys, adjudged to meet the above criteria and to contain 

usable farm operation data, were subsequently stratified into five size groups 

based on acreage farmed in 1966. The size groups selected and the number of 

farm operations represented in each group are summarized in Table 1. 

TABLE | 

Number of Farms, by Size Groups, Imperial Valley 
Farm Operations, Survey, 1967 

arm size 

group 

Number o 

Acreage farms 

I- 499 5 
500- 999 6 

1,000-1, 749 7 
1,750-2,499 9 
2,500 and more 4 

1 

SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS FROM THE SAMPLE 

Table 2 draws together summary statistics (means and ranges) for the 

distribution of owned and rented land, by size groups, and for acreages and 

yields of major crops identified in the survey of 31 farms, Total land farmed 

varied from 115 to 4,114 acres and averaged 1,480 acres over all farming units 

included in the survey with more rented than owned land comprising the average 

farming unit (791 versus 689 acres). However, both Size | and Size I! farms 

reported more owned than rented land on the average (215 and 402 versus 58 and 

368 acres, respectively), although individual units varied considerably in the 

owned-rented land mix. On the average, Size I1I-V farms utilized more rented 

than owned land, although there were Individual units operating on only owned 

land among Size II! and IV farms. 

Selected measures for major crop enterprises are given for those farms 

indicating production of those crops in the 1966 crop year. In general, 1966 
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TABLE 2 

Selected Characteristics of Sample of Farms, 
Imperial Valley, 1966 

Total land, all farms 
Land owned 

Land rented 

Total land, farm Size 1 (0-500 acres) 
Land owned 

Land rented 

Total land, farm Size 11 (500-999 acres) 
Land owned 

Land rented 

Total land, farm Size 11! (1,000-1,749 acres) 
Land owned 
Land rented 

Total land, farm Size IV (1,750-2,549 acres) 
Land owned 

Land rented 

Total land, farm Size V (2,500 and more acres) 
Land owned 
Land rented 

Crop production? 

Alfalfa hay 
Acreage 
1966 yield (tons/acre) 
"Normal" yield (tons/acre) 

Barley 
Acreage 
1966 yield (tons/acre) 
"Normal" yield (tons/acre) 

Cotton 
Acreage 
1966 yield (bales/acre) 
"Normal"! yield (bales/acre) 

Lettuce 
Acreage 
1966 yield (cartons/acre) 
"Normal'' yield (cartons/acre) 

Milo 
Acreage 
1966 yield (tons/acre) 
"Normal"! yield (tons/acre) 

Sugar beets 
Acreage 
1966 yield (tons/acre) 
"Normal" yield (tons/acre) 22.20 

Other vegetable crops - acreage 138 

Other field. crops? - acreage 193 

Fallow or diverted land - acreage 91 

"Derived from sample survey of 31 farms. 

Mean acreages are averages for only those farms reporting acreages of the se- 
lected crops in crop year 1966. Yield averages are not weighted by acreage. 
“Normal'' yields are farmer's subjective estimates of average yields over the 
preceding five-year period. 

c 
Includes asparagus, cabbage, carrots, onions, squash, and tomatoes. 

Includes irrigated pasture and safflower. 
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yield realizations appeared to be lower than the farm operator's subjective 

estimates of 'normal'' yields over the five years preceding the survey. The 

survey data did not reveal differences in yields between the farms of dif- 

ferent size groups. 

Rented land is an important means of farm expansion in the Imperial 

Valley. Only four of the 31 farming units operated solely on owned land and 

two of those units were Size | farms. A summary of rents paid by sample farms 

is presented in Table 3. The range in cash rents emphasizes the variation in 

soil texture and salinity present in the valley (3, p. 3). Lower cash rents 

are associated with lands which have one or more of the following character- 

istics: heavier soil textures, less than fully developed, higher salinity 

levels, or inadequate drainage improvements. The range in share rents is much 

less pronounced and is more standardized in the area. 

TABLE 3 

Land Rents Paid by Sample Farms, Imperial Valley, 1966 

Sugar 

Alfalfa Barle Cotton Milo beets Barley/milo 

Cash rents 

Range $40 $25-50 $30-100 $25-50 $40-70 $25-50 

Mode (typical) $40 $40 $50 $40 $40 $40 

Share rents 

Range 1/4 VW/4-1/3) 1/5-1/4 = 174-173 1/5 1/4-1/3 
Mode (typical) 1/4 1/4 1/5 1/4 1/5 1/4 

®2No rental data were obtained for lettuce. 

Each farm operator was asked to locate his farm headquarters and each 

parcel of owned or rented land on a map of the Imperial Valley. Farms with 

small acreages were generally compact in a spatial sense while larger farms 

tended to be composed of noncontiguous parcels more removed from headquarters. 

Table 4 summarizes the average spatial distribution of farmed land by farm 

size group. 

As acreage increases, dispersion becomes more marked. Whereas the typi- 

cal Size | farm had the entirety of its farming operation within a five-mile 
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radius of its headquarters, Size IV farms had nearly one-third of the typical 

acreage more than five miles distant from headquarters and Size V farms had 

nearly one-fifth more than 13 miles away. There is no apparent reason for the 

wider dispersion of Size tI! farms vis-a-vis Size II! farms, although it may be 

that the former is in a more transitional stage of growth, seeking to acquire 

scattered rentals to obtain economies while Size tI! farms are typically under 

less pressure to do so. One further point of interest is that the location of 

individual parcels did not generally appear to lie on or near a ray emanating 

from the headquarters but rather they were found in all directions about the 

headquarters. 

TABLE 4 

Average Distribution of Land by Farm Size Group, 
Imperial Valley, 1966 

Farm Percent of land in distance zones® 
size ones: ‘ } 0 ; 
group q Miles: 0-1 5-7 | 7-9 15-17 

I- 499 25 55 20 
500- 999 26 13 =«19 2814 

1,000-1,749 ho 32 «15 «(13 
1,750-2 ,499 2h 20 2 7 2 5 
2,500 and more 

"Zones are concentric circles about the farm headquarters. Zone |! includes 
all acreage within one mile of headquarters; Zone 2, all acreage within one 
to three miles; etc. 

The use of custom services is common and widespread among farms surveyed 

and there is nearly universal heavy usage of such services. Of 28 usable re- 

sponses, only one farming unit indicated that it did not use any custom ser- 

vices in 1966; that unit was a Size | farm whose operator identified custom 

work as his primary occupation. In addition, nine other farm operators in- 

dicated that they supplied some lesser quantities of custom services, gen- 

erally land preparation and planting services, during the 1966 crop year. 

Eighteen operators, however, indicated that they did not perform any custom 

services during the year. 

The spatial distribution of land may result in the lack of substantial 

differences in rates for custom services to farms of differing sizes. That 
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is, custom rates appear to be fairly standardized throughout the area and 

there was little variation in custom rates paid by the small and large 

farmers. Farm location and layout requires numerous moves on the part of 

custom operators and may effectively limit the opportunity for lower rates 

even to larger farming units. This distribution also affects farm operations 

with owned equipment and is discussed in more detail later in this report. 

Most of the farm operators surveyed indicated that they could farm addi- 

tional acreage with present equipment inventories with expanded use of custom 

services. Only six farm operators were of the opinion that they could operate 

no additional acreage. Table 5 summarizes means and ranges reported by farm 

operators on acreage expansion possibilities given their current farm machine- 

ry inventories and usage of custom services. Thus, it was generally true for 

farms included in the survey that capacity to expand the size of farming oper- 

ations exists. However, it is of further interest to note that three of the 

four largest units indicated that no such capacity existed for their opera- 

tions. This suggests that the larger farming units might be operating near to 

full machinery, management, or other effective capacity restraints. 

TABLE 5 

Capacity to Expand Acreage with Present Machinery 

and Use of Custom Services, Imperial Valley, 1966 

1- 499 
500- 999 

1000-1 ,749 
1 »750-2 »499 

2,500 and more 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS OF ECONOMIES OF SIZE WITH FIXED ROTATIONS 

This section contains an analysis of representative firm budgets under 

the assumption of fixed combinations of crop enterprises for the various sized 

farming units,’ The procedure used is based on crop enterprise budgets which 

‘For a description of alternative methods of analysis, see [7, pp. 24-33]. 
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reflect costs and returns representative of each of the five farm sizes. 

Typical machinery combinations are developed for each farm size group from 

actual machinery combinations identified in the sample. Imputed values of 

farmland are derived as a residual return by estimating gross receipts less 

fixed and variable costs for all nonland resources. | Fixed costs are those 

costs associated with the derived machinery combinations and include interest 

on investment, depreciation, insurance, and taxes, Investments in buildings 

are not considered in this analysis since building combinations were observed 

to be highly variable among farms in the sample and, often, times, were very 

minimal in the area of investigation. For portions of the subsequent analysis 

based on owner-operator farming units, certain fixed land costs are considered 

including county and special district taxes as well as depreciation and main- 

tenance on drainage improvements. Variable costs of farm operation include 

charges for labor, fuel, repairs, water, fertilizer, seed, and custom services. 

In addition, overhead and management costs are treated as if they are variable 

costs. 

Typical Machinery Combinations and Use of Custom Services 

Machinery combinations, typical for each farm size group, are shown in 

Table 6. Size | farms (farms with less than 500 acres) have a minimum machine- 

ry inventory, for all crop operations are performed by custom operators (31.7 

As reflected by the derived machinery combinations, there is substantial usage 

of custom services over all farm size groups. The universal lack of harvest- 

ing equipment for hay and grain is noteworthy. Regardless of size, it was 

found that only a small number of farms owned grain combines and hay harvesting 

equipment (swathers, balers, and loaders). Several of those operating units 

were primarily custom operators for these services and were thus disregarded 

in the derivation of the typical machinery combinations. Custom services 

universally assumed over all size groups include the following: alfalfa-- 

weed and insect control, harvesting, and renovation of established stands; 

barley--weed and insect control and combining and hauling; cotton--hoeing and 

le hxed costs are those incurred regardless of the level of production while 

variable costs are those incurred only when production takes place. 

zcarter and Dean [3, p. 17] also observed in their 1959 study that "Budget- 

ed costs for... smaller farms indicated that custom hire... is less cost- 

ly than owning machinery." 



TABLE 6 

Typical Machinery Combinations for Cash-Crop Farms, 
Imperial Valley, by Size Group, 1966? 

Farm size (acres 

1,000- | 1,750- 
4g | 2,499 

Automot ive 

Pickups 
Trucks 
Implement carryalls 
Fuel wagons 

Power equipment 

Wheel tractors - 20 hp 

30 hp 
4O hp 
50 hp 

Crawler tractors - 40 hp 
80 hp 

120 hp 

Land preparation 

Chisels - 8-10 ft 
Discs - 10 ft 

13 ft 
15 ft 
18 ft 
20 ft 

Border discs 
Springtooth harrows - 16 ft 
Rollers - 14 ft 
Lister bedders - 4-row 
Plows - 3 bottom/2-way 

bot tom/2-way 
5 bottom/2-way 

Planting, cultural, and harvesting 

Cultipackers - 12 ft 
Wh ft 

Cultivators - 4-row sled 
4-row rotary 

Grain drills - 12 ft 
4 ft 

Planters - 4-row 
Thinners - 4-row 
Cotton pickers - 2-row 
Beet harvest rs 
Stalkcutters - 2 row 

eocooooon-ooceoco coow-—-O—-—COCO0OOCON o3-o—-0O0—-—0-"0-—O0ON Om CO mw eH Oe -$ OON “DON mH ae ew eH Om ew 

eooooc0oococo°co —~ooo-o—-o0o0-—-c00 ae mM Om =O — — me Nm et Om ee eo KN NNWNHO HN — 

Miscellaneous 
Slip plows 
Land planes - 12 x 60 ft 

15 x 60 ft 
Pull graders 
Ditchers 
Dozer blades 
Scrapers - Small 

14 ft 
Weed sprayers 
Fertilizer rigs 
Fertilizer spreaders ooooroocooocoeo ~——o-co—-0c00-0 awa OmOm~Oo~oO aaa wr OmonwOo~O —— ae at OW Ow ee Om 

®Based on survey sample of 31 farming units. 

ban crop operations are performed by custom operators. 
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weeding, insect and weed control, defoliation, and hauling; milo--weed control 

and combining and hauling; sugar beets--weed and insect control and hauling; 

and lettuce--thinning, weed and pest control, harvesting, parking, and hauling. 

In addition, Size It farms also relied on custom services for picking cotton, 

for thinning and harvesting sugar beets, and for bordering for preirrigation. 

Machinery combinations for Size IV and Size V farms consist of machinery 

of the same average size as Size I!! farms but contain a greater total quantity 

of individual units. This observation suggests that equipment economies (econ- 

omies stemming from utilization of large machinery with lower per unit operat- 

ing costs) may have been attained by Size II! farms and that further increases 

in farm size may only necessitate using multiple units of the same average 

sized equipment. 

Typical Rotations Assumed 

Survey data revealed that there was some variation in cropping rotations 

and proportions of crops included in the 1965 and 1966 crop years. For exam- 

ple, it was found that farms of less than 1,000 acres generally raise only 

field crops while larger units raise field crops and a small percentage of 

vegetables--most commonly, lettuce. ! Smaller farms also appeared, on the aver- 

age, to raise proportionately more alfalfa and barley than larger farming units. 

The difference in typical rotational patterns between Size 1 and Size Itt farms 

and between Size II! to Size V farms appeared insignificant and, thus, only 

two general rotational patterns, summarized in Table 7, are considered in the 

following analysis. 

TABLE 7 

Typical Crop Rotations by Farm Size, Imperial Valley, 1966 

Farm size Sugar Milo ‘ Lettuce 
group Alfalfa Barley Cotton Milo beets barley” Lettuce miloa 

| and It 20 
1tl, IV, and V 10 

* Double crop. 

lnigh income variability in vegetable production and difficulty of obtaining 
production financing may be primary factors underlying the absence of lettuce 
production on smaller sized farming units (see, for example, [4]). 
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Gross Returns 

Yield data for crop years 1965 and 1966 were collected from the sample 

farms and were found to be comparable with county averages published in the 

Imperial County Agricultural Commissioner's Report for those years. Since the 

analysis ultimately seeks to determine the relationship between the cost and 

the imputed value of farmland over the period 1960-1966, average county prices 

and yields used in the analysis are those for the period, 1959-1965. | Table 8 

shows prices, yields, and gross returns used in the analysis. Since there was 

little variation in yields between farms of different sizes, gross returns per 

acre are assumed to be identical over all farm sizes. 

TABLE 8 

Average 1959-1965 Prices, Yields, and Gross Returns 
Per Acre, Imperial Valley 

Alfalfa (tons) 
Barley (tons) 
Cotton lint (pounds) 

Average Average ross 
price yield returns 
per unit | per acre 

25.84 5.9 152.46 
83 .07 

Cottonseed (tons) KS 32 1.17 538.75 
Milo (tons) 4S 45 2.11 95.90 
Sugar beets (tons) 14.59 20 .96 305.81 
Barley/milo (tons) -- a 169.45 
Lettuce (crates) 1.90 356 676.40 
Lettuce/milo 772 .30 

3single-crop yield is assumed to be maintained for 

barley but the milo yield is reduced 10 percent due 

to late planting. 

D ettuce and milo are assumed to both maintain single- 
crop yields when double-cropped. 

The reason behind the selection of 1959-1965 data for deriving returns was 

to reflect returns to land in the proper period in which the capitalized value 

would influence the land market. For example, high returns in 1959 might be re- 
flected in the market price of land in 1960 and so forth. Average returns to 

land in the period 1959-1965 could influence levels of land prices in 1960-1966 
through capitalization of average returns into land values. (This footnote 
should not be interpreted as though this argument is necessarily accepted in 
full by the author as the prime factor in explaining changing land values; 
rather, the assumption does not appear critical to the author and is offered as 
a balm for those who remain somewhat convinced of the validity of the capital- 
ization procedure) . 
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Variable Costs of Production 

Variable costs obtained from crop budgets vary between farm sizes be- 

cause of the differences in the size and efficiency of equipment as well as 

the amount of custom services used in the typical farm operation. Budgets, 

based on secondary sources of data (principally [3] and [1]), identify indi- 

vidual operations and rates of material application. Material costs! were 

charged at prevailing rates. Labor costs were charged at an effective rate 

of $1.90 per hour. Variable costs also include costs for tractor and imple- 

ment use per acre based on the machinery combinations of Table 6 and rates 

of performance for the average power sources available for each farm size.” 

Power requirements and rates of performance are given in the Appendix. 

As shown in Table 9, variable costs per acre decline as farm size in- 

creases, The largest reduction in variable costs is between Size | and Size 

1! farms. Size | farms, which depend wholly upon custom services are, in es- 

sence, paying part of the fixed machinery costs of the custom operators as 

well as variable machinery costs in the charges for custom services but they, 

on the other hand, do not have to cover significant fixed machinery costs 

TABLE 9 

Variable Costs of Crop Production Per Acre, 
Imperial Valley, 1966 

arm size (acres 
y 

1-499 500-999 1,000-1,749 1,750-2,499 2,500 and more 
| 

Alfalfa 
Barley 
Cotton 

Milo 
Sugar beets 
Barley/milo 
Lettuce 
Lettuce/milo 

"Lettuce production for Size I! farms is not considered in the fixed rotation 
analysis of this section. 

leosts for seed, water, insecticides, herbicides, and fertilizer. 

-Variable machinery costs were based on Reed [8]. 
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from investments on their own. The less sharp decline in variable costs on 

Size 11 through Size V farms result, primarily, from differences in the size 

and efficiency of machinery utilized in their operations, 

Fixed Costs of Production 

Fixed costs, resulting from machinery ownership, vary between farm size 

groups because of differences in both the amount and age of equipment on typ- 

ical units. Machinery costs for each of the five farm sizes are summarized 

in Table 10, 
TABLE 10 

Machinery Fixed Costs, by Size Group, 
Imperial Valley, 1966 

New cost 8,295.00 84,615.00 138,765.00 193,005.00 258,415.00 

Market value (1966) | 2,415.00 25,815.00 62,377.00 93,310.00 119,908.00 

Market value (tax 
basis) 1,179.00 14,336.00 26,399.00 36,132.00 51,976.00 

Fixed costs 

Interest 144,90 1,548.90 3,742.62 5,598.60 7,253.93 

Insurance 12.08 129 ,08 311.88 466.55 599 .54 
Property tax 19 .66 239.05 440 .20 602.05 896.59 

Depreciation 804.00 6,205.00 10,789.00 15,010.00 23,734.00 

Total fixed cost 980.64 8,122.03 15,283.70 21,677.65 32,484.06 

Current (1966) market values were estimated for each machinery combination 

using (a) information from implement dealers for those machinery items commonly 

bought and sold in used condition and (b) approximations of market value for 

the remaining items from the method used by county assessors in California Zi. 

Estimates of interest on investment and the cost of insurance--6 percent and 

.5 percent, respectively--were based on the derived market valuation. For tax 

valuation purposes, al} machinery in Imperial County is depreciated from new 

cost to salvage value in five years and then remains at this value on the tax 

roll. Estimates of property tax levies on machinery were derived with an aver- 

age assessment ratio of .23 and an average tax rate of $7.25 per $100.00 assess- 

ed value paid by farmers in the area of investigation, Annual depreciation 

charges reflecting the current costs of obsolescence and depreciation for each 

machinery combination was based on the new cost, estimated farm life of the 

machinery, and a l0-percent salvage value. 
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Typical fixed costs for land ownership include county and special dis- 

trict taxes, interest on investment, and depreciation and maintenance on im- 

provements, Much of the subsequent analysis disregards costs associated with 

land ownership since the objective is to find imputed values for farmland as 

a factor of production. Interest on investment is thereby excluded but other 

fixed costs are introduced for analyses which assume owner-operator farming 

units. The annual total fixed cost of land ownership (excluding interest on 

investment) was $26.05 per acre, The county property tax amounted to $10 per 

acre based on an average market value of $600 per acre and the assessment 

ratio and tax rate given in the previous section. During the period of in- 

vestigation, there also existed an assessment by the irrigation district.” 

Based on an average assessed value of $85.00 per acre and the maximum dis- 

trict assessment of $4.05 per acre on land assessed at $135.00 per acre, the 

average district assessment amounted to $2.55 per acre. The final fixed cost 

is associated with annual depreciation and maintenance charges on the exten- 

sive drainage systems common to the area. Depreciation was estimated at 

$12.50 per acre based on $187.50 average installation cost and I5-year life; 

the annual maintenance charge was estimated at $1.00 per acre. 

Management and Overhead Costs 

Two important types of nonland costs--management and overhead costs-- 

remain to be derived in order to meet the objective of estimating the residual 

or imputed returns to land. Of the two, the cost of management is the most dif- 

ficult to determine satisfactorily. It has been suggested that management capa- 

city may be the limiting factor in the growth of larger farm firms despite 

empirical economies of size studies which reveal that the largest farms are the 

most profitable.° Uncertainty and problems of coordination can be factors 

lFor owner-operator units, the net returns available, after taking into 
account costs of all nonland resources plus land taxes and depreciation al- 
lowances, can be likened to a residual rent for the land resource, That 
rent, compared to actual costs of land acquisition, yields a direct measure 

of the actual return or interest on investments in land. 

2the assessment by the Imperial Irrigation District has since been 
eliminated. 

3 madden [7, pp. 7-13] notes that, ''In many cases and for many types of 
farming, the most rapid increase in number of farms is in the intermediate 
size classes, consisting chiefly of farms that can be operated by one or at 
most a few full-time men, using modern technology and adequate capital. The 
number of very large farms seems to be increasing only gradually and, in 
some cases, to be decreasing." 
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limiting farm enlargement, Management involves certain elements of entrepre- 

neurship and may include making major decisions about resource acquisition and 

use, choices of enterprises and technologies, and disposition of products. 

It is also traditionally defined to include supervision and coordination 

responstbT ities." 

In this study, the cost of management is estimated by using rates which 

reflect the cost of management of agricultural holdings for absentee owners by 

professional farm management firms. It represents the cost of those elements 

of entrepreneurship commonly delegated to management firms as well as the costs 

of supervision and coordination. Based on gross receipts, these charges vary 

from 3 percent upwards to 5 percent for farms with 3,333 acres of crop land.” 

This type of management cost formulation reflects the intensification of the 

management factor as the size of the farming unit increases, Applied as a 

percentage of the gross receipts, it implies that all other things being equal, 

crops enterprises with high gross receipts are likely to require higher levels 

of management activity. For example, the production of lettuce and cotton — 

requires more managerial effort, as defined above, than does raising barley 

and milo. Under the assumption of fixed rotations (with fixed levels of 

gross receipts), it permits the increase in management charge to reflect the 

wider dispersion of parcels of crop land common in the area of investigation, 

i.e., management becomes more difficult (and expensive) because of the in- 

creased dispersion of the parcels of farmland about the farm headquarters.” 

This formulation is consistent with the viewpoint that charges for management 

need to increase with larger farm sizes to maintain the specified levels of 

efficiency assumed in the budgets for this study and that the demands on man- 

agement also increase with changing proportions of intensive and extensive 

crops as reflected by the estimates of gross receipts, 

liguperviston is overseeing day-to-day operations of the firm, seeing that 

each task is performed correctly. Coordination involves determining the kind 

of contracts to be entered into, seeing to it that necessary resources are 

available for timely completion of individual tasks, and carrying out adjust- 

ments in response to uncertainty and changing conditions." [7, pp. 8-9] 

othe actual form of the management charge is [.03 + (.000006 x acres)] x 

gross receipts. Thus, the cost of management for a1,000 acre farming unit is 

estimated to be 3.6 percent of gross receipts. 

3Based on the data from Table 4, the ''typical acre'' of Size | farms is lo- 

cated about two miles from the farm headquarters while that for Size IV and 

Size V farms lies between four and one-half and five and one-half miles distant. 
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Assuming that a 3-percent basic charge to management is reasonable, 

this formulation also closely approximates costs used by Dean and Carter 

[3]. In that study, large farm operators were found to normally employ a 

full-time bookkeeper and two foremen while no such management aids were em- 

ployed by small farmers. The cost of these additional management aids 

amounted to roughly 2 percent of gross receipts and would thus yield a com- 

posite management cost of 5 percent for large farming units. 

Overhead costs include all nonland costs not allocated specifically to 

the production of individual crops, These costs include such things as the 

cost of operating general farm vehicles, costs for office supplies, tele- 

phone, power, membership dues, subscriptions, and other charges necessary for 

the operation of the farm in general but not associated with the specific 

crops grown. These are estimated by the same method commonly used in Agri- 

cultural Extension Service budgets--namely, 5 percent of cultural and harvest 

costs--and amount to $3.87 to $4.49 per acre, depending on the size of farm, 

under assumptions of the fixed rotations specified previously. 

Capacity of Farm Operations 

The capacity of an individual farm operation is governed by its machinery 

combination. Capacities for each representative farm size analyzed in this 

Study are then limited by the machinery combinations given previously in Table 

6. With given machinery combinations, limits are maximum acreages which can 

be farmed without necessitating additional machinery. With the assumption of 

fixed rotations, this limit defines the capacity of the farm operation. 

Capacity levels for (1) perfect machinery availabilities and (2) adjusted 

machinery availabilities are identified in Table 11 for each farm size group. 

Capacity under the assumption of perfect availability is determined by power 

requirements and performance rates for each crop included in the fixed rotations. 

Power requirements per crop acre for each of nine time periods are given in the 

Appendix. Machinery availability is based upon the number of tractors and hours 

available per time period. This particular availability concept does not re- 

flect loss of availability due to set-up time, repair and maintenance time, and 

Istze | farms have no effective limit on their capacity, but there is a 
point at which net returns per acre will be greater if owned equipment is 
used rather than custom services. 
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transport time. It implicitly assumes that the machinery is always available 

for field use (or that the headquarters is always immediately adjacent to the 

field where operations are to be performed regardless of the size of the farm). 

Capacity levels under the second assumption, i.e., that of adjusted 

availability, are smaller because this assumption seeks to take into account 

the complexity of farm operation on dispersed acreages. The distribution of 

land by farm size (Table 4) underlies the reduction in machinery availabili- 

ties and, hence, the reduction in capacity levels noted in Table 11. A delay 

factor of one day per change of operation per farmed block of land! was assum- 

ed adequate to reflect losses in availability because of setup, repair, main- 

tenance, and transport times for power equipment (tractors) and their imple- 

ments. Thus, adjusted availabilities, in terms of hours available per time 

period, is always less than that for perfect avallabilities.” 

TABLE 11 

Capacity of Farm Operation with Perfect and Adjusted 
Machinery Availabilities and Fixed Rotations 

Machinery 500-999 ,000~1 ,749 
availability | acres acres 

Perfect 

Adjusted 

3size | farms have no definition of capacity since all operations 
are performed by custom services. 

As is evident in Table 11, the reduction in capacity levels becomes pro- 

gressively larger as one considers the effect on Size I! through Size V farms. 

While capacity levels always exceed the upper limit of actual farm sizes under 

perfect availabilities, capacities under adjusted availabilities generally lie 

nearer the upper limit of the farm size categories. Previous studies revealing 

', block of land is defined as parcels of 320 acres or less in Zone | and 
parcels of 160 acres or less in all other zones. The sizes correspond to ap- 

proximate sizes of continuous blocks of land farmed per zone based in the 
survey of farm units. 

2 See the Appendix. 
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extensive overcapacities in machinery investment and which are not adjusted 

for the various delay factors may have been biased significantly upward if 

the units under study operated on widely dispersed acreages. 

Cost-Size Relationships 

Table 12 summarizes nonland production costs and returns to land for the 

five farm sizes, assuming fixed rotations. Considering all costs but those 

for land resources, economies of size are evident as shown in Figure 3. For 

each farm size, nonland costs of production decline until capacity is limited 

by machinery availabilities. Since this analysis assumes fixed rotations, 

there is a direct relationship between gross receipts and acreage farmed. For 

each farm size group the machinery inventory is held constant. Hence, the 

cost curve associated with each farm size represents a short run average cost 

curve for that size category. 

Examination of the individual cost curves shows that Size | farms have 

the lowest cost of production among all sizes considered for farms less than 

700 acres. Nonland costs of production for these custom service oriented firms 

through this range in acreage are less than those for either Size I! or Size 

(11 farms. They decrease from nearly 78 cents per dollar of output to just 

under 75 cents through this range. Subsequently, Size J! farms have lowest 

costs from 700 to about 850 acres and Size II! farms show declining costs 

until its adjusted availability capacity of 1,518 acres is attained at which 

point production costs are about 71 cents per dollar of output. 

The curve (heavy dashed line) which follows the lowest portions of the 

cost curves for Size | to Size II! farms and then extends through the point 

of lowest costs for Size IV and Size V farms, represents the lowest attain- 

able costs with given machinery inventories and adjusted availabilities.” 

Most economies of size are achieved by farm units of 1,500 to 2,500 acres 

See [3, pp. 7-10] for a discussion of short run and long average cost 
curves, 

athe dashed "'envelope'' curve represents the minimum cost of producing each 
quantity of output (or, with fixed rotations, the minimum cost of farming 
different sized units). A less finite number of possible machinery combina- 
tions would made the curve a more meaningful tool for farmers to plan optimum 
machinery inventories for given sizes. In this regard the envelope curve of 
Figure 3 only approximates a more comprehensive planning curve wherein less 

divisible machinery combinations might be considered (see [3, p. 9]). 
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TABLE 12 

Nonland Costs of Production and Returns to Land, 

Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Fixed Rotations 

Nonland 
Net return : Total costs per 

Gross above vari-|head b gross dollar of | Returns 
receipts |able cost receipts | output 

(2) (3) (6) (7) 
dollars per acre dollars percent dollars 

194.26 61.53 4 4S 125 24,282. mre 
250 48,565. .758 

375 72,845. ofS 
500 97,130. .749 
750 145,691. .747 

285 55,364. .832 
569 110,533. 
854, 165,898. 
983 190,957. 

1,138 221,067. 
454 116,024, 
909 232,304. 

1,363 348 328, 
1,5184 378,940. 
1,817 464 352. 

788 201,381. 
1,577 403,018. 
2,365 604,399. 
2,5519 = 651,933. 
3,153 805,780. 
1,017 259,904. 
2,034 519,809, 
3,051 779,713. 
3,1789 = 812,169. 
4,068 1,039,618. 

“Based on typical crop rotations--see Tables 7 and 8. 

DBased on derived capacity estimates, Table 1]. For Size II-V farms, acreages 
are for 25, 50, 75, and 100 percent of capacity with perfect machinery avail- 
ability and 100 percent with adjusted availability. For Size | farms, there 
is no calculated capacity--a limit of 750 acres is assumed. 

“Does not include any fixed land costs. 

Capacity with adjusted machinery availability. 
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FIGURE 3 

Nonland Costs of Production and Returns to Land Per Dollar of Output, 
Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Fixed Rotations 
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FIGURE 4 

Owner-Operator Costs of Production and Returns to Land, Per Dollar 
of Output, Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Fixed Rotations 
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with nonland costs of production of about 7! cents per dollar of output. 

Returns to land correspondingly increase from 22 cents per dollar of output 

to about 29 cents for farms of 1,500 to 2,500 acres. Slight diseconomies 

of size emerge for larger units so that the cost for Size V farms at capacity 

is near 72 cents per unit of output, The source of the one-cent diseconomy 

associated with Size V farms operating at capacity over achievable costs of 

Size 111 and IV farms is due to (a) the more costly operation on lands more 

widely dispersed from farm headquarters, and (b) relatively high capital 

investments in machinery inventories found to be typical in the survey of 

operating units for Size V farms (see Table 10), The latter may particularly 

influence outcomes of this analysis, based on fixed rotations, if in fact the 

large-sized units are more heterogeneous in their actual cropping patterns, 

Figure 4 illustrates an extension of the analysis to pertain to owner- 

operator units by adding the typical fixed land costs for land ownership 

estimated previously to be $26.05 per acre. The differential effect of the 

typical rotations assumed for the two smaller and the three larger farm sizes 

is the reason why Size | and Size It farms show increased relative costs in 

Figure 4 over those shown above in Figure 3. The shape of all five curves are 

identical to those in Figure 3, but owner-operator costs add 13.4 cents per 

dollar of output to nonland costs of production for Size | and Size II farms 

($26.05 + 194.26) and only 10.2 cents for larger farms. In this situation, 

owner-operator costs for Size I! farms are always more than other organization- 

al alternatives throughout the range of acreage for Size |! farms, The enve- 

lope curve follows the cost curve for Size | units up to about 500 acres, then 

declines along the length of the curve for Size II! farms, and continues 

through the points of lowest cost for Size IV and Size V farms, 

Owner-operator returns on investments in land range from 9 cents to 12 

cents per dollar of output for Size | units of 125 to 500 acres, and then in- 

crease sharply on Size II! farms to about 19 cents at capacity (1,518 acres). 

Returns increase only slightly to 2,551 acres and decrease to 18 cents per 

dollar of output at Size V capacity (3,178 acres), Owner-operator returns on 

Size I! farms are always less than those attainable for comparable acreages 

by other sized farm units. On face value, this would perhaps give some sup- 

port to the observation made previously that Size I! farms may be attempting 

to increase acreage to permit a transition to units typical of the Size Il 

farms constituted in this study. Such growth would permit higher returns to 
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land on owner-operator units throughout the size range of 500 to 1,000 acres. 

However, Size I! and Size II! farms have different rotations which complicate 

such simple assertions. All that one can say with validity, given the as- 

sumptions of this study, is that: (1) for farm units with rotations sim- 

ilar to those assumed for Size | and Size I! farms, the extensive use of 

custom services seems warranted for units farming upwards to 700 acres and 

that Size |! farms show lower owner-operator costs of production (and higher 

returns to land) beyond 700 acres to its capacity of 983 acres; and (2) if 

Size Itt farms with typical costs and higher gross receipts implied by its ro- 

tation pattern could operate smaller acreages ranging from 500 acres upward, 

they would have lower owner-operator costs of production than costs for smal- 

ler sized farm units constrained by lower valued rotations. 

IMPUTED VALUES TO LAND 

Returns to land are defined as the residual payment to land after all 

nonland costs of production have been taken into scent. Figure 5 shows 

estimated returns to land per acre over a range of acreage for each of the 

five farm sizes under assumptions which include that of fixed rotations 

specified previously.” For each farm size, returns to land increase at a 

decreasing rate as relevant fixed costs of operation are spread over more acres 

until capacity is limited by machinery availabilities. It is of interest to 

note that with fixed rotations and adjusted availabilities, farm units can be 

fairly competitive for land since returns of at least $70 per acre (but in case 

more than $74.36 per acre), exist for units ranging widely in size from about 

1,000 to 3,178 acres. 

For small farms which primarily use custom services (Size | farms), 

average returns to land increase from $43.26 per acre for operations of 

125 acres to $49.07 at the assumed capacity of 750 acres. For such units, 

there is a total increase in returns of $3,631.25 due solely to economies 

of size considerations accompanying expansion from the lower acreage to ca- 

pacity. This results from the difference in average returns per acre ($5.81 

leross receipts less variable and nonland fixed costs of production, 
management, and overhead costs. 

“Stuns to land are also summarized in Table 12. 
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FIGURE 5 
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per acre) over the increase in acreage of 625 acres. The increases for units 

with substantial machinery inventories is much larger. For example, Size III 

farms show returns per acre rising from $51,82 at 454 acres to $73.79 at ca- 

pacity of 1,518 acres for a total Increase of $23,376.08 due solely to gains 

achieved by economies of size. 

The heavy dashed envelope curve indicates the highest per acre returns 

to land possible with adjusted machinery availabilities throughout the range 

of capacities for the five farm sizes, Size | farms with extensive use of 

custom services achieve highest returns to land per acre for units ranging up 

to slightly more than 400 acres in size. Size 1! farms show lower returns to 

land throughout its possible range of acreage than alternatively would result 

from extensive use of custom services or from the higher degrees of mechaniza- 

tion characteristic of Size II! farms. However, the interpretation is compli- 

cated by the fact that Size | and Size I! farms have a common fixed rotation 

while Size II! and larger farms have rotations permitting higher gross receipts 

(see Table 12). The envelope curve is thus somewhat misleading. For farms 

with rotations similar to those of the smaller two units defined in this study, 

extensive use of custom services up to sizes of nearly 700 acres results in the 

highest returns to land per acre, while for farms with more than 700 acres, 

total returns to land are higher for units similar to Size tl! farms, increasing 

upwards to $51.98 at capacity of 983 acres. 

Size II! farms give highest returns to land per acre through its range 

of acreage. Maximum returns per acre of about $74.00 are attained over a wide 

range of 1,500 to 2,500 acres. The average return increases only from $73.79 

at Size III capacity (1,518 acres) to $74.36 at Size IV capacity (2,551 acres). 

Size V farms, in comparison, have somewhat lower returns per acre ($71.92) at 

the calculated capacity of 3,178 acres. 

Figure 5 also shows three selected levels of cash rents with the modal 

and high cash rents derived from rents actually paid by sample farms (see 

Table 3) and "guideline'' cash rents derived from [1], each calculated on the 

basis of the two fixed rotations. (Rent levels are lower over the range-- 

0 to 1,000 acres--because of the lower valued crops specified in the rotation 

for Size | and Size I! Farms.) 

The analysis shows Size | and Size I! farms typically could not operate 

with high cash rents ($57.50 per acre) and that Size |! farms of less than 300 
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acres had returns to land per acre which were less than ''guideline'' cash rent 

levels ($47.50), However, both Size |! and Size I! farms have returns to land 

which exceed modal cash rents per acre, The difference between the return 

curve and the rent level is an economic rent above land costs per acre for 

firms operating solely on rented lands, The analysis implies that the two 

smaller sized units cannot compete with the larger units for lands demanding 

high cash rents, But since this analysis is based solely upon average returns 

per acre, small farms with combinations of owned and rented land may not be 

excluded in competing even under high rent conditions for marginal tncrements 

to their farming operation. 

Analyses for various owned-rented land mixes cannot be easily general- 

ized for presentation in this report since the mix varies among farms and the 

actual cost of investment in owned land also varies widely for reasons out- 

lined earlier. However, the following example illustrates the proposition. 

Consider a Size I! farm operating at capacity of 983 acres with 52-percent 

owned land (511 acres) and 472 acres of rented land, ! tn the previous study 

of Imperial cash-crop farms, Carter and Dean [3, pp, 22-23] estimated the 

interest on investment to be $33,00 per acre (the estimate is assumed to 

include a charge for cost of drainage facilities) and we will assume that to 

be appropriate for this illustration, Additional fixed land costs associated 

with ownership (county and special district taxes and maintenance on drainage 

facilities) are estimated in this study to amount to $13.55 per acre, giving 

an annual total cost of land ownership of $23,787.00 or $46.55 per acre over 

the 511 acres of owned land. With a total return to land of $51,100.00 

($51.98 per acre for 983 acres (see Table 12)), there remains then a residual 

of $27,313.00 or $57.86 per acre for rented land which is comparable with 

the high cash rent level of $57.50 for Size I! farms. Thus, while Size II 

farms do not yield sufficiently high average returns to land per acre to op- 

erate on wholly rented Jand with high cash rents, they can farm such lands if 

their costs of ownership permit sufficient returns to pay the relatively high 

rent levels on marginal acreage increments, This example shows that such a 

unit can pay the high cash rent level if the cost of ownership Including 

interest on investment In land, allowance for cost and depreciation on drainage 

The proportion of owned-rented land is that typical of Size I! farms in 
the survey (see Table 2). 
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facilities, and taxes does not exceed $46.55 per acre. At higher costs, the 

residual of total returns to land less costs of ownership is smaller, imply- 

ing less rent paying ability on a per acre basis, while lower costs of owner- 

ship would permit the payment of even higher rent levels on marginal incre- 

ments of land, Thus, the example illustrates that due to the effect of 

differing costs of ownership on rental payment capacities, each case needs to 

be assessed individually before one can ascertain levels of rent which could 

be paid for additional rented land, 

The analysis of farms with higher valued rotations differs somewhat from 

that given above. At sizes of 1,000 acres or more, efficient firms, i,e., 

those with actual returns to land per acre described by the envelope curve, 

show average returns to land which exceed all of the rent levels. High cash 

rents were estimated at $63 per acre while returns to land per acre over the 

range from 1,500 to 2,500 acres are about $74--or $11 higher, Regardless of 

the owned-rented land mix, efficient firms can pay high cash rents as long as 

their costs of land ownership are less than or equal to the average return to 

land per acre ($74). At costs of land ownership exceeding $74 per acre, the 

ability to pay the high cash rent level depends on the owned-rented land mix 

just as it did in the previous example, The analysis also implies that ef- 

ficient large-sized farms could operate wholly on rented land at high cash 

rents, Units of 1,500 to 2,500 acres would receive $16,500 to $27,500 ($11 

per acre) above rental costs. The return would be even greater if those units 

had lower rental costs such as those indicated by ''guideline'' ($51 per acre) 

or modal ($42 per acre) cash rent levels. 

The envelope curve given in Figure 5 is the locus of points of average 

returns to land per acre for efficient firms with adjusted machinery avail- 

abilities. It describes the maximum average return per acre for cash-crop 

farms ranging from 125 to 3,178 acres and can be termed a land rent curve 

describing the magnitude of the residual claims to land after all nonland pro- 

duction costs have been taken into account in the analysis. A land rent curve 

for owner-operator units can be derived from the same envelope curve of Figure 

5 by subtracting the fixed costs of land ownership (excluding interest on 

investment) of $26.05 per acre. Such a curve, capitalized at interest rates 

ranging from 5 to 10 percent, is shown in Figure 6, 

Each capitalized land rent curve is associated with a specific capitaliza- 

tion rate. Each describes the average land price that owner-operator units 
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FIGURE 6 

Capitalized Land Rent Curves and Alternative Market Prices of 
Farmland, Imperial Calley Cash-Crop Farms, Fixed Rotations 

Value of Land Per Acre 

Acres 
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could pay over the range of acreages for tmperla] Valley cash-crop farms, when 

the investor (the farmer) determines that he must attain a specified rate of 

return on his investment, Inferences which can be made with the use of Figure 

6 pertain to wholly owned farming units purchased as a complete unit and capa- 

ble of operation with crop ylelds and costs of production consistent with the 

assumptions of this study, For example, if such units could be purchased for 

as little as $400 per acre, a return on investment of 10 percent or more is 

attainable for units of 825 acres or more in size, (Alternatively, if the 

investor wishes to attain at least a 10 percent return on his investment and 

if land is valued in the market at $400 per acre, the purchased farming unit 

must be 825 acres or more in size.) On the other hand, if land values were 

to rise to $600 per acre, investors would find no opportunity to attain the 

10 percent return on their investments and purchases would be made only by 

those satisfied with an 8 percent, or less, return, Those with a firm need 

for at least an 8 percent return would have to purchase units of 1,600 to 

2,600 acres in size. However, purchasers of land at $600 per acre with lower 

percentage preferences for monetary returns on their investments could pur- 

chase smaller units, e.g., the investor satisfied with a 5 percent return 

could purchase a farming unit of as little as 550 acres. 

The above examples illustrate several of the many possible inferences 

hinging on land costs, desired rates of return on investments, and size 

requirements for operating units. They are based on the assumption about 

yields and technology explicit in the budgets and machinery combinations of 

the typical sized farms considered in this study. At the extreme, it might be 

noted that should land cost as much as $1,000 per acre, all purchasers would 

have to be satisfied with less than a 5 percent return on investment--the 

actual return depending importantly on farm size, but never of a magnitude of 

5 percent. 

Figure 6 can also be read to illustrate the effect of rapid land appre- 

clation and the origins of pressures for farm firms to adopt technological 

innovations, The effect of rapid land appreciation is that rates of return 

on investments in land are sharply reduced over time for farms operating under 

static conditions describing their structure and production technology. 

Pressures are generated which favor the rapid adoption of both yield increas- 

ing and/or cost reducing technological innovations by commercial farmers as 

they attempt to maintain acceptable levels or rates of returns above production 
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costs. Consider a hypothetical case where land values double over a decade 

from $400 to $800 per acre, At the start of the decade, returns are such 

that rates of 10 percent or more are attalnable for units of 825 acres or 

larger, and even a 200 acre farm can achieve at least a 5 percent return, At 

the end of the decade, the maximum rate of return achlevable is 6 percent and 

that only for farms ranging from about 1,700 to 2,500 acres in size, Even a 

5 percent rate of return necessitates a farm unit in excess of 800 acres. 

Thus, if farms would operate under static conditions, a doubling of land costs 

means that, in this example, the minimum rate of return for units of 800 acres 

or larger is reduced from 10 percent to 5 percent, Understandably, then those 

same owner-operators would In the interim strive to adopt technologies to off- 

set reductions in acceptable levels or rates of returns from their investments. 

In summary, the above analysis is based on average returns per acre of land 

and holds only in those cases of whole unit purchases at one point in time, but 

it is descriptive of pressures facing owner-operators. In contrast, those units 

operating on wholly owned land can afford to pay relatively high prices for 

additional lands (e.9., for farm enlargement), if the acquisition price of pre- 

sently owned land is less than the estimated price of the acquisition, as is 

likely to be the case in a land market characterized by rapid appreciation. 

EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS WITH VARIABLE ROTATIONS 

In this section, the assumption of fixed rotations used earlier is dis- 

carded and a linear programming model is used with nonfixed (variable) cropping 

patterns to determine maximum returns for each of the typical farm sizes. 

Crops previously included in fixed rotation patterns (see Table 7) are used 

in this analysis, subject only to restrictions which limit the maximum acreage 

of cotton to ten percent of total land, sugar beets to 15 percent, and lettuce 

and lettuce/milo double crop.in total to 10 percent. In addition, a minimum 

of 30 percent of total crop land must be used to produce alfalfa. 

The programming model used in the analysis for Size I! to Size V faces’ 

permits the farm to increase in size, subject to the crop restrictions noted 

The Size 1 farm was not programmed since the only restraints upon it oper- 
ation were those of crops. In addition, the analysis for Size It farms was ex- 
panded to include three possible levels of lettuce production--0 percent of 

total acreage, labeled I!; 5 percent of total acreage, It (053 and 10 percent of 
total acreage, I! \9--so that more emphas Is could be given this (small, and 
possibly transitional) farm size than in the preceding section based on fixed 
rotations. 
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above and the availability of machinery under the two assumptions of perfect 

and adjusted availabilities. The program parametically adds land from the 

beginning acreage of the particular farm size to the point at which no more 

land could be operated by the particular machinery availability under the 

crop restrictions. The programming model is not an ''economies of scale'' model 

in that the objective function maximizes net revenues above variable costs 

over the range of increasing size for each of the typical units rather than 

minimizes costs for given output or income levels [7, pp. 29-32]. The model 

utilized is thought to be more appropriate for the primary purpose of this 

study, namely, to investigate returns to land, and can be formalized as 

n 
objective function: maximum Z = I c,X, 

ju JJ 

n 
subject to: £ a,.X, $b, and 

ger i 

> Xalfalfa~ 30% of total acreage, 

J > 0; Pi ask 2 10% of total acreage, 

X < 15% of total acreage, and 
sugar beets 7 

Rea cwnes + * stucevatio S 10% of total acreage. 

where 

Z = total net returns above variable costs, 

= net returns above variable costs for the jee activity terap) ,' 

X, = acreage of the jt? activity, 

b, = ie) resource restraint including the parametically varying 

total land acreage, crop restrictions, and tractor and cotton 

picker-hour availabilities in different time periods, and 

coefficient for the jt) machinery availability restraint re- 

quired to produce one unit of the jt” activity--for example, 

for the b. which represents machine-hour availabilities, the 

any are the number of hours the machine is required to pro- 

duce one acre of the je" crop. 

For each solution over the range of increasing size for each of the typ- 

ical units, returns to land were derived by subtracting fixed machinery and 

Net returns above variable costs are gross returns (Table 8) less variable 

costs given by the appropriate elements from Table 9. 
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overhead and management costs (defined previously) from total net returns 

above variable costs (Z). Returns per acre first increase from the beginning 

acreage of the particular farm sizes, reach a peak, and then decrease until 

capacity is reached. As farm size increases, rotations are forced into less 

profitable crops (i.e., shift to more extensive crops) in order to meet ma- 

chinery restrictions with expanding acreage. In the initial stages, returns 

to land per acre are generally higher than under the fixed rotation analysis 

because of more profitable rotations. However, as machinery becomes the lim- 

iting factor influencing cropping patterns under conditions of expanding ac- 

reage, returns to land fall sharply because of the change to less profitable 

cropping mixes necessary for the additional acreage to be farmed with exist- 

ing machinery. Estimates of returns to land (and cost of production per dol- 

lar of output) are more erratic--less smooth--from the analysis of variable 

rotations than for fixed rotations largely because of the noted shift to more 

extensive crops with larger acreages. 

Discussion of Results--Returns to Land 
—_— —-— ee ee 

Size | farms can be analyzed on a comparable basis with the programming 

results for larger units by simple budgeting procedures based on a crop mix 

of 10 percent cotton, 15 percent sugar beets, 30 percent alfalfa, and the re- 

mainder, 45 percent, barley/milo double-crop, Returns to land per acre (see 

Table 13) are higher with this rotation mix than under that specified by the 

Table 13 

Returns to Land and Derived Cropping Patterns for Size | 

Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Variable Rotations 

Nonland Returns above Owner-operator 

Gross costs per] nonland costs 

receipts | dollar of | Total 
(1,000) | output output 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
d 

3includes annual fixed land costs (excluding interest on investment) of $26.05 

per acre, 
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fixed rotation of the previous analyses (for example, $53.18 per acre for 

units of 500 acres compared with $48.71 per acre). There are no machinery 

restrictions because of the total use of custom services in production. Un- 

like the previous analysis, returns per acre decrease over the range from 

500 to the assumed capacity of 750 acres. 

Table 14 summarizes the programming results with both perfect and ad- 

justed machinery availabilities for Size II farms with three levels of pos- 

sible lettuce production. Returns are, of course, higher under perfect 

availabilities than for adjusted availabilities at comparable acreage levels. 

The physical capacity of the machinery combination would permit expansion of 

Size I! farms under conditions of variable rotations and to around 2,500 acres 

under adjusted availabilities. These results are difficult to explain, given 

the fact that the machinery combination was derived from farms operating only 

within the range of 500 to 999 acres. However, it will be shown later that 

economic capacity, depending on actual land costs to the typical unit, may 

be smaller than the derived physical capacities discussed in this section. 

Average per acre returns above nonland costs are sufficient to cover both 

modal and "'guideline'' cash rent levels ($41.00 and $47.50 per acre, respective- 

ly) even for farms without the possibility of lettuce production. Those units 

with lettuce production permitted on a maximum of 10 percent of acreage could 

meet high cash rent levels of $63.00 per acre. For all three of the farms 

(it, I os: and io)» total returns increase throughout ranges of farm size, 

i.e., until physical capacity is reached. It is of further interest to note 

that average returns per acre do not decrease significantly before capacity is 

reached for Size II and II farms and, in fact, the results show a fairly 

stable return per acre Ns wide range of size--e,g., with adjusted avail- 

abilities, returns per acre vary only from $54.26 to $55.74 over the range 

from 759 to 2,482 acres for Size I! units and only from $61.98 at 737 acres 

to $63.33 until capacity is reached at 2,499 acres for Size Il og units. In 

contrast, Size 0 units show rather stable average returns of about $70.00 

per acre over the range of 842 to 2,063 acres but returns sharply decrease to 

$63.64 per acre at capacity. 

The cropping patterns for Size 1! farms are given in columns 6 to 12 in 

Table 14 and are depicted graphically in Figure 7. The initial mix of crops 

in all cases includes the maximum allowable shares of cotton, lettuce, and 

sugar beets, 30 percent of total acreage in alfalfa, and the remainder in 
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Returns to Land and Derived Cropping Patterns for Size §! Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Variable Rotations 
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FIGURE 7 

Cropping Patterns With Perfect and Adjusted Machinery Availabilities in Percent of Total Acreage, Size I! Imperial Valley 
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barley/milo double-crop. Solutions for both perfect and adjusted availabil- 

ities follow a general pattern of substituting single-crop milo for barley/ 

milo double-crop at intermediate acreage levels. At higher acreage levels, 

there is an expansion of alfalfa acreage also largely at the sacrifice of 

barley/milo. Single-crop barley does not enter any of the solutions. For 

Size I! and II units, cotton, lettuce/milo, and sugar beets are grown to 

the maximum oe riei by the crop restrictions, However, in both the perfect 

and adjusted availabilities, solutions for Size Il 10 units--the percentage of 

sugar beets grown--falls below the crop restriction limit at 2,344 and 2,31] 

acres, respectively. At slightly higher acreage levels, single-crop lettuce 

is, in part, substituted for lettuce/milo double-crop. Both of these de- 

velopments lead to the sharp reduction of average returns to land per acre 

for Il 10 

above substitutions result from limitations of machinery availability in 

units for operations greater than about 2,300 acres, All of the 

critical time periods. 

Results for the three large farm sizes are summarized in Table 15 for 

both perfect and adjusted availabilities. The first five columns show size 

in acreage, associated gross receipts, nonland costs of production, and re- 

turns above nonland costs. Columns 6 to 12 show cropping patterns for each 

solution. 

Size Il farms have physical capacities of 3,522 and 3,034 acres for 

perfect and adjusted availabilities, respectively. However, total returns to 

land do not increase throughout the range of increasing sizes as was true for 

smaller farms. Without any reference to actual land costs, one might maintain 

that the effective physical capacity is only 3,439 and 2,951 acres, respective- 

ly, since total returns decline beyond these points. This is particularly 

evident for perfect availabilities where the total return of $203,400 at 3,522 

acres could also be attained on units somewhere between 2,928 and 3,022 acres 

in size, Rational operators would not be expected to expand their farms be- 

yond that acreage which yields the maximum total returns to land after all non- 

land costs of production have been taken into account. Maximum total returns 

to land are reduced by the assumption of adjusted availabilities by $22 ,600 

below the estimate derived under perfect availabilities ($183,100 versus 

$205,700). Maximum per acre returns to land are attained at 2,021 acres with 

adjusted availabilities (at 2,286 acres with perfect availabilities) and there- 

after decrease as additional acreage is considered in the analysis. 
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TABLE 15 

Returns to Land and Derived Cropping Patterns for Size 11! to Size V Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Variable Rotations 

Nonland Returns above 

Gross costs per nonland costs ing pattern ( g osts per 
receipts | dollar of ota Lettuce. Sugar B dollar of 
(1,000) output (1,000) milo beets fatig” | ni | output 

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
ercent 

Farm Size I11 
Perfect availability 

1,000 280.0 +732 75.1 74.61 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 35.0 0.0 30.0 826 48.6 48.56 
1,038 290.7 «732 78.0 75.11 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 35.0 0.0 30.0 825 50.9 49.06 
2,286 607.9 +706 178.6 78.14 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 15.9 19.9 30.0 804 119.1 52.09 
2,506 650.3 -710 188.5 75.20 10.0 10.0 0.0 12.4 14.5 23.1 30.0 +810 123.2 49.15 
2,928 714.3 +717 202.2 69.06 10,0 3.9 6.1 8.5 12.4 29.1 30.0 824 125.9 43.01 
3,022 734.3 +72) 204.6 67.69 10.0 3.9 6.1 7.5 12.0 28.0 32.5 +829 125.9 4164 
3,284 778.3 +738 204.2 62.19 9.2 3.6 6.4 5.0 1.) 25.8 38.9 847 118.7 36.14 
3,439 750.3 +726 205.7 59.81 8.8 3.4 2.0 9.0 10.5 24.6 41.7 +845 116.1 33.76 
3,522 724.2 719 203.4 57.75 8.6 0.0 3.2 10.8 10.3 24.1 43.0 «846 111.6 31.70 

Adjusted availability 

1,000 276.6 +73) 74.3 73.88 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 30.4 4.6 30.0 -827 47.8 47.83 
1,750, 467.3 711 135.0 77.17 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 17.4 17.6 30.0 .809 89.5 51.12 
1,750 464.9 711 134.5 76.88 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 15.5 19.5 30.0 -809 88.9 50.83 
2,021 533.8 +707 156.2 77.31 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 13.4 21.6 30.0 -806 103.6 51.26 
2,209 570.0 711 164.8 74.60 10.0 10.0 0.0 12.5 12.2 25.3 30.0 -812 107.3 48.55 
2,500, 614.1 +716 174.5 69.79 10.0 5.1 4.9 9.3 10.9 29.8 30.0 822 109.4 43.74 
2,500 606.1 719 170.2 68.07 10.0 4.2 5.8 8.3 9.7 30.8 31,2 -827 105.0 42.02 
2,846 679.0 +736 179.4 63.05 10.0 4.0 6.0 4.5 8.5 26.5 40.5 845 105.3 37.00 
2,951 666.3 +725 183.1 62.05 10.0 3.9 2.7 rae 8.3 25.3 42.5 841 106.2 36.00 
3,022 647.9 +718 183.0 60.54 10.0 +5 3.9 9.2 8.1 24.6 43.7 -839 104.2 34.49 
3,034 644 3 +717 182.6 60.19 10.0 0.0 4.0 9.5: 8.1 24.5 43.9 839 103.6 34.15 

Farm Size IV 
Perfect availability a 

1,750 490.0 +725 134.6 76.93 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 35.0 0.0 30.0 -818 89.0 50.88 
2,204 617.2 719 173.5 78.73 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 35.0 0.0 30.0 -812 116.1 52.68 
2,509 694.7 +716 197.5 78.74 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 30.7 43 30.0 -810 132.2 52.69 
4,320 1,126.1 +708 328.4 76.02 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 8.7 26.3 30.0 -808 215.9 49.97 
4,350 1,131.8 +709 329.5 75.74 10.0 10,0 0.0 14,7 8.7 26.6 30.0 809 216.2 49.69 
4,403 1,133.3 +707 331.6 75.28 10.0 4.5 0.0 15.0 8.5 27.0 30.0 ~809 216.8 49.23 
5,031 1,178.3 +701 352).3 70.02 10.0 4.6 1.9 15.0 7.5 31.0 30.0 812 221.2 43.97 
5,235 1,198.9 -701 358.0 68.38 10.0 4.6 7 15.0 7.6 29.5 32.6 -815 221.6 42,33 
5,266 1,203.3 +702 358.7 68.12 10.0 4.6 6 V4.9 7.6 29.3 33.0 816 221.5 42.07 
5,514 1,336.2 734 354.9 64.36 10.0 4.5 5.5 7.0 8.9 28.7 36.4 842 211.3 38.31 
5,801 1,364.6 «753 337.4 58.15 10.0 4k 5.6 1.4 12.5 26.1 40.0 864 186.2 32.10 

Adjusted availability 

1,750 490.0 +725 134.6 76.93 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 35.0 0.0 30.0 818 89.0 50.88 
1,829 511.8 +724 W415 77.34 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 35.0 0.0 30.0 «817 93.8 51.29 
1,956 544.5 721 151.7 77.54 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 32.7 2.3 30.0 +815 100.7 51.49 
2,500, 674.0 +714 192.8 77.14 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 20.8 14.2 30.0 811 127.7 51.09 
2,500 668.7 +713 191.7 76.68 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 18.0 17.0 30.0 -811 126.6 50.63 
2,752 728.8 7 210.6 76.50 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 14.3 20.7 30.0 -809 138.9 50.45 
3,300 896.6 +726 245.5 74.39 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 8.3 6.7 50.0 -822 159.5 48.34 
3,628 930.2 +720 260.7 71.86 10,0 0.0 10.0 15.0 5.6 16.0 434 -821 166.2 45.81 
4,935 1,138.7 +746 289.0 58.57 10.0 0.0 10.0 2.7 8.8 29.1 39.4 859 160.5 32.52 
5,063 1,170.9 «755 286.7 56.63 10.0 41 5.9 0.0 10.6 28.2 41.2 868 154.8 30.58 

Farm Size V 
Perfect availability —— 

2,500 695.5 +730 187.6 75.04 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 32.5 2.5 30.0 824 122.5 48.99 
4,585 1,225.8 719 345.0 75.24 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 17.7 17.3 30.0 816 225.5 49.19 
4,730 1,270.6 721 354.3 74.91 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 17.2 14.8 33.0 818 231.1 48.86 
4,84) 1,304.7 +723 360.8 74 52 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 16.3 13.0 35.7 -820 234.6 48.47 
5,165 1,372.9 +730 370.6 71.75 10.0 10.0 0.0 12.8 15.8 13.5 37.9 828 236.0 45.70 
6,045 1,555.0 +747 393.6 65.12 10.0 10.0 0.0 8.0 13.5 14.8 43.7 848 236.2 39.07 
6,433 1,619.3 +757 394.0 61.24 9.4 10.0 0.0 6.3 12.7 15.9 45.7 -860 226.4 35.19 
7,103 1,667.8 +763 395.3 55.65 8.5 3.5 6.2 4.8 11.4 25.0 40.3 874 210.3 29.60 

Adjusted availability 

2,500 682.4 +729 184.8 73.90 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 25.4 9.6 30.0 -825 119.6 47.85 
4,063 1,079.8 +718 304.1 74 84 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 15.6 19.4 30.0 816 198.2 48.79 
4,070 1,081.4 718 304.5 74 .83 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 15.6 19.4 30.0 +816 198.5 48.78 

4,331 1,161.4 +724 320.3 73.96 10.0 10.0 0.0 15.0 13.3 13.4 37.3 821 207.5 47.91 
5,110 1,325.5 +740 344.5 67.42 10.0 10.0 0.0 9.7 12.5 15.4 42.4 84) 211.4 41.37 
5,855 1,480.0 «754 364.4 62.24 10.0 10.0 0.0 5.9 10.9 16.3 46.9 -857 211.9 36.19 
6,045 1,501.7 +754 369.6 61.14 10.0 7.9 2.1 5.4 10.5 19.0 45.1 +859 212.1 35.09 
6,473 1,532.8 +758 371.0 57.31 9.3 3.7 6.3 44 9.8 25.2 41.3 -868 202.3 31.26 

7 Includes annual fixed land costs (excluding interest on investment) of $26.05 per acre. 

PReflects changes in cropping pattern (and the effect on costs and returns) resulting from reduced machinery availabilities on larger-sized farms. 
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Inspection of the cropping pattern of Size III farms shown in Figure 8 

identifies the basis for the sharp decline in total returns to land. The 

maximum acreage of the three high revenue producing enterprises (cotton, let- 

tuce, and sugar beets) decreases at intermediate acreage levels from 35 per- 

cent to less than 25 percent at physical capacity. This pattern first is 

characterized by reductions in the percentage of sugar beets followed sequen- 

tially by the substitution of lettuce for lettuce/milo double-crop, the ex- 

pansion of alfalfa production, and finally a total reduction of the percent- 

age of lettuce cultivated with some substitution by an increase in sugar 

beets. In the case of perfect availabilities, there is, in addition, a de- 

crease in the percentage of cotton just before physical capacity is attained. 

Size IV farms also show decreasing total returns in the upper range of 

acreage size. The physical capacity with adjusted availabilities of 5,063 

acres is 738 acres lower than capacity with perfect availabilities. Effec- 

tive physical capacity, however, is at 4,935 and 5,266 acres, respectively. 

At higher acreage levels, total returns to land decline. Again, the sharp 

reduction of high revenue producing crops at higher acreage levels underlies 

the decline in total revenue. At physical capacity with adjusted avail- 

abilities, only cotton and lettuce are included in the solution and 80 per- 

cent of total acreage is devoted to low revenue producing crops--alfalfa, 

milo, and barley/milo (see Figure 8). 

Size V farms show no such decline in total returns to land, but the in- 

crease in total returns at higher acreages is very small. With perfect avail- 

abilities, physical capacity occurs at 7,103 acres but there is less than 

$2,000 increase in total returns over the last thousand acres, i.e., the 

average return for additional acres is less than $2 per acre. Capacity with 

adjusted availabilities at 6,473 acres is associated with total returns to 

land only $1,400 higher than at 6,045 acres--about $3 per acre for the addi- 

tional acreage. At physical] capacity, less than 25 percent of total acreage 

is devoted to the high revenue crops. The final solution contains less than 

one-third of the possible percentage of sugar beets, a slight reduction in 

the share of cotton, and more single-crop lettuce than lettuce/milo double- 

crop in the cropping pattern. 

Figures 9 and 10 contrast the difference in the solutions under the two 

availability solutions. (Dashed lines are associated with acreages with de- 

clining total returns to land above nonland costs.) For any given farm size, 
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_Cropping Patterns With Perfect and Adjusted Machinery Availabilities in Percent of Total Acreage, Size I11-Size V Imperial 
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Nonland Costs of Production and Returns to Land Per Dollar of 
Output and Total Returns to Land, Adjusted Machinery Avail- 
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results with adjusted availabilities show higher nonland costs of production 

per dollar of output--hence, lower returns to land--and lower total returns 

to land than do those using perfect availabilities. In particular, adjusted 

availabilities, thought to more realistically reflect actual costs and returns 

possibilities, have total returns which are about $68,000 lower for Size IV 

farms and $24,000 lower for Size V farms. Differences of this magnitude 

arising solely from the nature of machinery availability assumptions are 

significant. 

Discussion of Results--Owner-Operator Units 

This section focuses on the extension of the programming results to 

wholly owned owner-operator units by including the fixed land cost of $26.05 

per acre explicitly in the analysis--the effect being to reduce the average 

return to land by that amount and to decrease total returns by the per acre 

fixed land charge times the acreage being considered. The resultant esti- 

mates of owner-operator returns can then be used to determine the interest 

on investment earned by land ownership depending on actual land costs of the 

owner-operator. 

Relevant cost and return estimates are contained in the last three col- 

umns of Tables 13 through 15 and are shown graphically in Figures 11 and 12. 

(Dashed lines in the figures indicate ranges of farm size which result in de- 

clining total returns to owner-operator units.) As can be seen, the effect is 

not a simple vertical shift in the depicted curves from Figures 9 and 10 but, 

rather, the shape of the curves are markedly altered as well. Minimum points 

on curves graphically expressing owner-operator costs per dollar of output are 

characterized by smaller differences from adjacent points (i.e., the curves 

are less steep in their descent to their minimum) and, in the case of the curve 

for Size IV farms, the minimum point is displaced sharply to the left and to a 

lower acreage level. The consideration of fixed land costs reduces the slope 

or ascent of the curves expressing total returns to land as is expected, It 

has the further effect of also moving points of maximum total returns to small- 

er acreage levels in several of the cases. However, since owner-operator re- 

turns to land per acre are a constant amount ($26.05) less than returns from 

the previous analysis, maximum returns per acre occur at the same acreage 

levels identified in that analysis. The total effect on the two sets of curves 

can be likened to the effect of pulling the cost-relationship curves upward 
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in a northeasternly direction (granting the property of some physical elas- 

ticity for each of the curves) and applying a force in a southeasternly dir- 

ection on the return curves, 

Physical capacities are identical to those identified earlier but, be- 

cause of the lessened slope of the total return curves, decreases in total 

returns are noted at lower acreage levels than indicated by the previous 

analysis. This effect is not marked among Size |, Size II, and Size Ml os 

farms. However, in the case of Size aaa. farms, the total owner-operator 

return to land only increases by about $6,000 over the last 760 acres added 

to the operation under the assumption of perfect availabilities and by about 

$3,000 for the last 440 acres with adjusted availabilites. Owner-operators 

would have to decide whether these relatively small increases to total returns 

would be sufficient to offset the risks of expanding their operations and to 

cover their actual costs of land investment over these last ranges of acreage, 

The next section seeks to shed some light on such decisions. The effect of 

lessening the slope of the total return curves is also of interest for 

larger owner-operator units under the two availability assumptions but only 

those for adjusted availabilities will be emphasized. The effective physical 

capacity of Size I!!! farms is 2,500 acres contrasted to 2,951 acres from the 

analysis of only nonland costs. At sizes of operation in excess of 2,500 

acres, owner-operator returns to land are less than those attainable at 

this size. Further, the increase in the size of the owner-operator farm 

from 2,209 to 2,500 only increases total returns by slightly more than 

$2,000. Size IV and Size V farms similarly have their effective physical 

capacity reduced from 4,935 to 3,628 acres and from 6,473 to 6,045 acres, 

respectively. In the latter case, the immediately preceding 1,714 acres 

(from 4,331 acres) only adds $4,600, or about $2.65 per acre, to owner- 

operator total returns to land. Owner-operators of Size V farms then 

would only be rational in their expansion of land ownership and operation 

of these 1,714 acres if the acquisition price of those additional acres was 

less than or equal to the capitalized value of the added returns to the total 

farm operation, If the owner sought only to achieve a 5-percent return on 

his investment, he could have only afforded to pay a maximum $53 per acre 

($2.65 = .05)--a price level for land with the productivity assumed in this 

analysis which is certainly far below indicated market prices of the past 

decade, 
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Average and Marginal Returns to Land 

Figure 13 shows average per acre returns to land on both nonland cost 

and owner-operator bases for Imperial Valley cash-crop farms derived from 

the programming analysis with variable rotations and adjusted machinery 

availabilities. Returns are higher and effective physical capacities are 

greater than those resulting from the analysis with fixed rotations. Among 

the two smaller farm sizes, Size | farms would show highest returns to land 

for units without lettuce production up to 600 acres. Returns to land for 

Size '! farms are clearly affected by the atypical possibility of lettuce 

production on such units, 

Returns to land above nonland costs range from $76.00 to $77.50 (owner- 

operator returns of $50.00 and more per acre) as acreage varies from 1,500 

to about 2,800 acres. Size I11 to Size V farms could attain returns of $74.00 

per acre and more from 1,000 to about 4,331 acres, Size II! farms show highest 

returns from 1,000 to 1,750 acres, Size IV farms from 1,750 to about 3,600 

acres, and Size V farms for units larger than 3,600 acres. This rather narrow 

range of returns from near $74.00 to $77.50 per acre over the rather wide range 

of acreages suggest that with variable rotations, units varying by as much as 

3,000 acres in size (from 1,000 to 4,331 acres) can be highly competitive for 

land, 

The analysis with fixed rotations identified that the determination 

of the payment capacity for land acquisition depends critically on the land 

costs associated with production. In this regard, this mix of rented and 

owned land affects the analysis as well as differences in land rents and 

actual costs of the portfolio of owned land associated with the particular 

farming unit, Table 16 shows both average and marginal returns above non- 

land costs for each farm size considered in the analysis with variable rota- 

tions and adjusted avatlebilicies. Marginal returns are calculated between 

each pair of adjacent acreages contained in the solutions by dividing the 

change in total returns between two adjacent acreages by the change (increase) 

in acreage. As such, it can be thought of as a local return evaluated between 

two adjacent acreages. 

—_— 

l average and marginal returns per acre for owner-operator units are $26,05 

less than those indicated in Table 16, 
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TABLE 16 

Average and Marginal Returns Above Nonland Costs (Assuming Adjusted Machinery Availabilitles), 
imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Variable Rotations? 

verage re- arginal re- erage re- arginal re- Average re- arginal re- 
turns above turns above turns above turns above turns above turns above 

9 nonland costs| nonland costs g nonland costs | nonland costs : nonland costs | nonland costs 
r_acre do dollars per acre 

68.00 73.08 

58.22 : 75.84 

56.32 7.u 

71.87 

65.29 

59.85 

33.92 

33.19 

Farm Size It Farm Size I : Farm Size V 

73.88 76.93 73.90 

77.17 77.34 74 84 

76.88 77.54 74.83 

77.31 77.19 73.96 

74.60 2 76.68 67.42 

69.79 76.50 62.24 

68.07 74.39 . 61.14 

63.05 71.86 57.31 

62.05 58.57 = 

60.54 56.63 == 

60.19 -- -- 

*Based on Tables 14 and 15. 

bthe Increase In marginal returns from $26.69 per acre (5,110 to 5,855 acres) to $27.38 per acre (5,855 to 6,045 acres) for 
Size V farms is Inconsistent with theory. However, the marginal return above nonland costs Is $10.62 over the range from 
5,855 to 6,473 acres. ’ 

“The Increase in marginal returns from $26.71 per acre (2,500 to 2,846 acres) to $35.21 per acre (2,846 to 2,451 acres) for 
Size 111 farms is Inconsistent with theory. However, the marginal returns above nonland costs Is $28.69 over the range from 
2,500 to 2,95! acres. 
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Both average and marginal returns can be utilized to extend the inter- 

pretation of programming results with respect to the capacity of farms to 

operate under conditions of differing levels of actual land costs. Farms 

can continue to expand in size as long as the marginal return of land per 

acre is greater than or equal to the per acre costs of acquiring that land 

for production. This holds true for the rental of land as well as for the 

acquisition by purchase (ownership). 

Average returns for each farm size first increase as fixed costs of pro- 

duction are spread over larger acreages, reach a maximum, and then decrease 

as the substitution of more extensive crops for the high revenue producing 

crops reduces average gross receipts per acre. In the range of acreages where 

average returns are increasing, marginal returns are greater than average re- 

turns, while marginal returns decrease and are at lower levels than average 

returns throughout the range of decreasing average returns. Alternatively, 

as long as marginal returns are above average returns, average returns per 

acre will increase since each increment in the expansion of farm size shows 

a higher marginal return between the two adjacent acreages than the average 

return and, thus, adds to the average return per acre. Similarly, when 

marginal returns between adjacent acreages are less than the average return, 

the average return per acre will decline as that acreage increment is added 

to the operation unit (the farm) .! 

Table 17 summarizes some of the possible interpretations one can gain 

from applying the marginal analysis identified above with the use of Table 

16. First, physical capacities for each of the farm sizes are repeated. 

These are the maximum number of acres each farm size could operate with the 

given machinery combinations, availability of tractors and cotton pickers per 

time period, and crop restrictions, under assumptions of variable rotations 

and adjusted machinery availabilities. 

Second, economic capacities are noted for operations based on nonowned 

land. The economic capacity with average per acre land costs of $0 per acre 

‘perived marginal returns above nonland costs decrease in Table 16 accord- 
ing to theory with only two exceptions observed for Size I11 and Size V farms. 
Both are associated with rather minor Increments In acreage and arlse because 
of the manner in which nonland costs of production (particularly, cost of man- 
agement) are determined in this study. When evaluated with larger, adjacent 
incremental changes, the marginal returns in the two cases satisfy the theo- 
retical basis underlying marginal analysis. 
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TABLE 17 

Physical and Economic Capacities Assuming Adjusted Machinery Availabilities, 

Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms, Variable Rotations? 

Capacity under the eos [10 | ca rene 
following conditions: 500-999 1,000-1,749 | 1,750-2,499 | 

acres 

Physical capacity 2,482 2,499 2,500 3,034 5,063 

Economic capacity with average 
per acre land costs of: 

$0° d 2,482 2,499 2,500 2,951 4,935 
Modal cash rents d 2,482 2,499 2,063 2,209 3,628 
"'Guideline'' cash rents 2,499 2,063 2,021 3,300 
High cash rents? 2,279 2,063 2,021 3,300 

Economic capacity on owner- 
operation units with average 
per acre land investment costs 
of:© 

$0 (or $26.05, tocar)’ 
10 (or 36.05, total) 
20 (or 46.05, total) 
30 (or 56.05, total) 
40 (or 66.05, total) 
50 (or 76.05, total) 
60 (or 86.05, total) 

*Based on Table 16. Physical capacities disregard total returns to land while economic capacities are av- 
erages which maximize total returns to land under specific land cost assumptions. 

Bax tmum total revenue above land costs. 

“Effective physical capacity of nonowner-operator farms (see Figure 10). 

Spased on fixed rotations of the preceding section--modal cash rents of $41 per acre for Size I! farms and 
$42 per acre for Size II1-V farms; Guideline’ cash rents of $47.50 and $51.00 per acre, respectively, and 
high cash rents of $57.50 and $63.00 per acre, respectively. 

"Land investment costs above annual fixed land costs of $26.05 per acre for owner-operator units. 

feFfective physical capacity of owner-operator farms (see Figure 12). 

Stable 16 would indicate that capacity should be 2,951 acres; however, if the marginal return were calcu- 
lated using the change in returns from the first 2,500-acre solution for Size III farms, marginal returns 
for larger acreages would be less than $26.05 per acre (see Table 15 and Figure 12). 
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corresponds to the effective physical capacities identified in the section on 

returns above nonland costs of production. They are capacities given by ac- 

reages associated with maximum returns to land in those cases where the total 

returns to land decrease before physical capacity is reached. The range 

of acreage with decreasing total returns to land for Size II! and Size IV 

farms are identified by negative marginal returns in Table 16. Economic ca- 

pacities of farms operating on nonowned land are also given for modal, ''guide- 

line," and high cash rent levels. Size I! farms generally could operate on 

units upwards of 2,000 acres and units with the possibility of lettuce produc- 

tion could meet high cash rents. The fact that Size I! farms were modeled 

after units operating on 500 to 999 acres would suggest that the effective re- 

striction on larger sized operations for those units does not lie in the 

machinery inventory but, rather, in restrictions such as managerial talents 

or access to operating capital--factors not taken explicitly into account 

in this study. With the above levels of cash rents, Size II! farms have eco- 

nomic capacities ranging from 2,021 to 2,209 acres, Size IV farms from 3,300 

to 3,628 acres, and Size V farms from 4,070 to 4,331 acres. These ranges in 

size are not as far removed from the upper limits of their typical farm size 

groups as that noted for Size I! farms. 

Third, capacities for owner-operator units are noted in the last portion 

of Table 17. When only the fixed land cost of $26.05 per acre is taken into 

account, effective physical capacities are reduced below strict physical capa- 

cities for Size III to Size V farms because of decreasing total returns to land 

(again, see Figure 12). With real (nonzero) costs of investment for owned land, 

limits on the average cost of the portfolio of land ownership are identified in 

the Table. Size I! farms (without lettuce) could not afford to operate if the 

average investment cost of land was as much as $30 per acre. If Size I! farms 

had 5-percent or 10-percent lettuce, they could operate on lands with invest- 

ment costs of $30 or $40 per acre, respectively. Both Size II! and Size IV 

farms could farm on owned lands if the average investment cost was $50 per acre 

but not on units for which costs was as high as $60 per acre. They can, in 

fact, operate on higher cost lands than can Size V farms which are not economi- 

cal at investment costs levels of $50 per acre, or more. 

All of the above statements are expressions of capacities in terms of 

average rent levels or average costs of land ownership. The fact that Table 

17 shows, for example, that the economic capacity of Size IV farms is less 
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than that of Size III farms under conditions of land costs of $50 per acre 

is not necessarily in conflict with observations about actual farm units used 

to develop the models of farm sizes in this study. The economic capacity 

relationship of the two farm sizes above holds only if the $50 per acre cost of 

owned land actually is representative of land portfolios held by these sizes 

of farms. One approach to clarify the content of the Table is to use the fol- 

lowing illustration: If purchasers of whole farms were to incur actual invest- 

ment costs of $20 per acre for the land they purchased, then the farms with 

machinery combinations represented by our Size II! farms would have an economic 

capacity of operating units up to 2,021 acres in size while those with the ma- 

chinery of Size IV farms could operate on 3,628 acres. The capacity of Size 

111 constituted units would remain unchanged even if actual costs of land 

ownership were upwards to $50 per acre. Increasing land ownership costs, how- 

ever affect the capacity of Size IV units such that the capacity is reduced to 

3,300 acres if investment costs are $30 per acre, to 2,752 at $40 per acre, and 

to 1,956 acres at $50 per acre. 

Even if typical farms were wholly owned, it is not likely that they are 

acquired at one point in time. Ina land market with rapid appreciation in 

land values, marginal increments in land acquisitions can be made at costs 

higher than the costs indicated above as long as the average cost per acre 

over the entire portfolio of land ownership does not exceed the average per 

acre land investment costs identified in the analysis. It is most likely that 

larger sized farms if wholly owned have an advantage by virtue of their cost 

averaging ability to economically acquire relatively high costs lands in the 

current land market. 

The fact that the typical farm is both a mixture of rented and owned 

land (rented and purchased at different cost levels) complicates possible 

analyses and precludes generalization about purchasing abilities and eco- 

nomic capacities for analyses with variable rotations just as it does for 

fixed rotations discussed earlier in the report. However, it has been amply 

demonstrated that levels of actual land costs do importantly affect the re- 

turns and economic capacities of farming operations. 
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APPENDIX TABLE | 

Power Equipment Requirements Per Crop Acre and Total Avallabllities 
Per Time Pertod, Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms? 

Power requirements (by crop otal equip- 
Sugar | Barley, Lettuce ment avail- 
beets | milo Lettuce | milo abilit 

t 
hours/acre per time period 

Size tl farms (500- 
999 acres) 

Wheel tractors: 

Jan. I-Feb. 15 
Feb. 15-Mar. 
Mar. 15-Apr. 
Apr. 15-June 
June I-July 
July 15-Aug. ° 
Aug. 15-Sept. 
Sept. 15-Nov. 
Nov. 15-Dec. 

Crawler tractors: 
Jan. 1-Feb. 
Feb. 1J5-Mar. 
Mar. 5-Apr. 
June I-July 
July 15-Aug. 
Aug. 15-Sept. 
Sept. 15-Nov. 
Nov. 15-Dec. 

Size 11! farms (1,000- 
T,749 acres) 

Wheel tractors: 
1-Feb. 

15-Mar. 
15-Apr. 
15-June 
I-July 

15-Aug. 
- 5-Sept. 

« 15-Nov. 
15-Dec. 

Crawler tractors: 
Jan. 1-Feb. 
Feb. 15-Mar. 
Mar. 15-Apr. 
June I-July 
July 15-Aug. 
Aug. 15-Sept. 
Sept. 15-Nov. 
Nov. 15-Dec. 

Cotton picker: 
Sept. I-Oct. 

(Continued on next page.) 



Appendix Table |! continued. 

otal equip- 
ment avall- 
abi lityb 
hours/time 

hours/acre per time per period 

Size IV farms (1,750- 
2,499 acres) 

Wheel tractors: 
\-Feb, 

15-Mar. 
15-Apr. 
15-June 
I-July 

15-Aug. 
- I5-Sept. 

- 15-Nov. 

15-Dec. 

Crawler tractors: 
Jan.  \-Feb. 
Feb. 15-Mar. 
Har. 15-Apr. 
June I-July 
July 15-Aug. 
Aug. 15-Sept. 
Sept. 15-Nov. 
Nov. 15-Dec. 

Cotton Picker: 
Sept. 1-Oct. 

Size V farms (2,500 
and more acres) 

Wheel tractors: 
Jan. I-Feb. 
Feb. 15-Mar. 
Mar. 1S-Apr. 
Apr. 15-June 
June I-July 
July 15-Aug. 
Aug. 15-Sept. 
Sept. 15-Nov. 
Nov. 15-Dec, 

Crawler tractors: 
Jan. 1-Feb. 
Feb, 15-Mar. 
Mar. 15-Apr. 
June I-July 
July 15-Aug. 
Aug. 15-Sept. 
Sept. 15-Nov. 
Nov. 15-Dec. 

Cotton Pickers: 
Sept. 1J-Oct. 

*Time periods and days available per time period from Carter and Dean [3, p. 50]. The allocation of 
machinery operations to specific time periods relies on the use of cash flow charts listed by crop 
In "Guidelines" [1]. 

Mperfect avallabilities based on the number of tractors In each of the machinery combinations, days 
available, and nine hours per day actual fleld time (ten-hour work days with deductions for dally 
service and field delays). 
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APPENDIX TABLE 2 

Adjustments in Equipment Availabilities Due to 

The Typical Spatial Distribution of Land Holdings, 
Per Time Period, Imperial Valley Cash-Crop Farms@ 

Decrease in machinery avail- 
abilities on farms of: 

,000- | 1,750- 1745 | 27498 | 2,500 and 
acres acres acres more acres 

hours per time period 

Type of equipment 
and time period 

Wheel tractors--Size II farms? 

~ Jan. I-Feb. “15 7 SOS 3 bb 6 8 
27 4) 63 81 
35 57 88 

Apr. 1 5-June 1 
June I-July 15 
July I5-Aug. 15 
Aug. 15-Sept. 15 
Sept. I5-Nov. 15 
Nov. 1I5-Dec. 31 

Crawler tractors--Size II farms? 
Jan. “Feb. 1 = 
Feb. I5-Mar. 15 
Mar. 15-Apr. 15 
June I-July 15 
July 15-Aug. 15 
Aug. 15-Sept. 15 
Sept. 15-Nov. 15 
Nov. 15-Dec. 31 

Wheel tractors--Size II1-V farms 
Jan, feb. 15> 
Feb, 15-Mar. 15 
Mar. I5-Apr. 15 
Apr. 5-June 1 
June I-July 15 
July 15-Aug. 15 
Aug. 15-Sept. 15 
Sept. 15-Nov. 15 
Nov. 15-Dec. 31 

Crawler tractors~-Size III-V farms 

Jan. \-Feb. 15 
Feb, 15-Mar. 15 
Mar. 5-Apr. 15 
June I-July 15 
July I5-Aug. 15 
Aug. 15-Sept. 15 
Sept. 15-Nov. 15 

15-Dec. 

®Based on fixed rotations of Table 7 and typical spatial distributions of 
land farmed (Table 4). Days lost due to operation on dispersed acreages 
are estimated to be 6, 9, 14, and 18 days for Size I! through Size V farms, 
respectively. Since cropping patterns typically are more intensive 

throughout most of the range In acreage, these adjustments may under- 
estimate losses in availability for analyses based on variable rotations. 

BL ypical rotations for Size I! farms are changed to those for larger sized 
farms (see Table 7) when Size II farms expand their operations to 1,000 
acres and more. 
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